FLOW CHART : SIGN OFF PROCEDURE FOR FULLY VACCINATED SEAFARER (INTERNATIONAL WATER)

Arrival at port

Do RT-PCR COVID-19

Quarantine at home/hotel for 7 days, give HSO and wear wristband

Result RT-PCR D1

-ve

Continue quarantine and take RT-PCR D5

Result RT-PCR D5

-ve

• Remove wristband
• RO
• Allow sign-off

Note:

1. If the seafarer is not fully vaccinated to do a RT-PCR COVID-19 test 10 days prior sign on day, quarantine at home for 10 days and to repeat RT-PCR on Day 8. To give RO on day 11 if RT-PCR day 8 negative

2. Off-signer plan to go abroad; allow sign-off once RT-PCR D1 negative and flight ticket available. The transport arrangement to KLIA/airport are the responsibility of the agent/shipping company
FLOW CHART : SIGN OFF PROCEDURE FOR FULLY VACCINATED SEAFARER
(FROM DOMESTIC WATER)

Appendix 6C

Arrival at port

RT-PCR and quarantine at home/ residence and wear wristband while waiting result

Refer to private health facilities for further management

Result RT-PCR

+ve

-ve

Going Abroad

yes

no

Remove wristband
RO
Allow sign-off

• Quarantine @QS
• Wristband
• Once ticket available- issue RO, removed wristband and allow to sign off

Note :

1. If the seafarer is not fully vaccinated to do a RT-PCR COVID-19 test 10 days prior sign on day, quarantine at home for 10 days and to repeat RT-PCR on Day 8. To give RO on day 11 if RT-PCR day 8 negative.

2. Off-signer plan to go abroad; allow sign-off once RT-PCR negative and flight ticket available. The transport arrangement to KLIA/airport are the responsibility of the agent/shipping company
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